
Intercomp TL6000 150005- Tension Link Scale without indicator, 25000 x 20
lb

The TL6000 is the industry standard bearer, delivering unsurpassed accuracy
from 500 lbs to 300 tons in a lightweight, compact design. 

 

Capacity x Readability 
25000 lb x 20 lb 

Manufature: Intercomp
SKU: 150005  

Weight: 26.00 lb  

Please Call (800)832-0055 

Features

Intercomp offers the industry’s most extensive line of crane scales, and can provide your company
with a cost-effective solution to virtually every overhead industrial weighing application - ranging
from 25 to 600,000 lbs/ 12.5 to 300,000 kg.

A cost-effective solution for virtually any industrial application. Cranes, riggers, shipyards,
construction sites, surveyors, inspectors and utilities demand cost-effective yet technologically
advanced solutions for processing, monitoring and controlling overhead loads. The TL6000 is the
industry standard bearer, delivering unsurpassed accuracy from 500 lbs to 300 tons in a lightweight,
compact design. 

The electronics are shock-mounted in a NEMA 4X/IP65 weatherproof aluminum or stainless steel
enclosure for protection against moisture, dust and rough usage. Weights are easily viewed with the
industry’s largest digital LCD readout (1.2 inches / 30mm). The easy to use membrane switches
provide simple, trouble-free operation.

Features include peak hold, set points for relay control and keypad setup/calibration. Operates on
two (2) 9-volt alkaline batteries for up to 800 or more hours due to the high efficiency
micro-controller. Hand-held remote control and wireless models are available. 

TL6000 Tension Link Scales



Model 15000 150001 150002 150003 150004 150005 150006 150007 150008 150009 150010 150011 150012

Capacity 500 x
0.5 lb 

1000 x
1 lb

2,000 x
2 lb

5,000 x
5 lb 

10,000
x 10 lb

25,000
x 20 lb

50,000
x 50 lb

100,000
x 100 lb

160,000
x 200 lb

220,000
x 200 lb

350,000
x 500 lb

400,000
x 500 lb

500,000
x 500 lb

Graduation 250 x
0.2 kg 

500 x
0.5 kg

1000 x
1 kg

2500 x
2 kg

5000 x
5 kg

12,500
x 10 kg

25,000
x 20 kg

50,000 x
50 kg

80,000 x
100 kg

110,000
x 100 kg

175,000
x 200 kg

200,000
x 200 kg

250,000
x 200 kg

Price $1125 $1125 $1125 $1260 $1463 $1818 $2012 $3474 $6746 $8096 $9896 $11696 $14396

Without
Indicator $1125 $1125 $1125 $1260 $1463 $1818 $2012 $3474 $6746 $8096 $9896 $11696 $14396

With 900mhz
Wireless $1575 $1575 $1575 $1710 $1913 $2268 $2462 $3924 $7196 $8546 $10346 $12146 $14846

With 868mhz
Wireless $1575 $1575 $1575 $1710 $1913 $2268 $2462 $3924 $7196 $8546 $10346 $12146 $14846

Construction Aluminum or Stainless Steel

Accuracy +/- 0.1% of applied load or +/-1 graduation; whichever is greater

Display Five digit, 1.2 inch/30 mm high LCD

Control Keys On/Off, Zero (100%), Tare (100%), Peak Hold and Mode

Annunciators Low Battery, Peak Hold, Set Points 1 & 2, lb, kg, tons, metric tons and dekaNewtons

Power Two (9V) batteries

Operating
Time Up to 800 hours of continuous use. Wireless remote control models have reduced operating time.

Operating
Temperature: -4 to 140° F/-20 to 60° C

Enclosure: Nema 4X/IP 65

Overload 200% safe, 500% ultimate

Calibration Digital Keypad, Multi-Point

Output RS-232 and RS-485
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